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Abstract 
For every countable CW complex K, we construct a universal separable metrizable space 
X with K E AE(X). From this theorem we derive several corollaries devoted to the 
question of existence of universal spaces in cohomological dimension theory. 
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1. Introduction 
We restrict our considerations to separable metrizable spaces and continuous 
mappings. We call a space Y an absolute extensor of a space X if every mapping 
f : A + Y, where A is a closed subset of X, extends over X; we write then 
YE AE(X). We define the cohomological dimension of a space X # fl with a 
coefficient group G as min(n: K(G, n) E AE(X)} where K(G, n) stands for the 
Eilenberg-MacLane CW complex (see, for example, [93>. 
The paper is devoted to the question of existence of universal spaces in the 
theory of cohomological dimension. Recall that a space X is said to be universal in 
a class of spaces 5F whenever X E ‘Z”, and every space YE ‘Z embeds into X. It is 
of interest to know whether there exists a universal space in the class of all 
separable metrizable spaces X with dimGX = n, where G is an Abelian group, 
and n a natural number. This question for G being the group of the integers was 
asked by Rubin in [71, and generalized by Dydak in [31. 
The first result devoted to the question was obtained by Chigogidze (see [l]) 
who proved that if G is an Abelian group such that there exists a separable 
completely metrizable ANR space homotopy equivalent to the Eilenberg-Mac- 
Lane CW complex K(G, n), then there exists a separable completely metrizable 
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space X such that every compact metrizable space Y with dim,Y Q n embeds into 
X, and dim,Y < n for every compact subspace Y LX. 
Next, a few results were obtained in [3] by Dydak who, in particular, generalized 
the theorem of Chigogidze proving that if K is a countable CW complex, then 
there exists a separable completely metrizable space X containing topologically all 
separable metrizable spaces Y with K E AECY), and such that there is a compacti- 
fication 2 of the space X with the property that every mapping f : A + K(G, n), 
A being a closed subset of Z, extends over XUA; we return to this result in 
Section 2. In [3] Dydak also posed the conjecture that if K is a countable CW 
complex, then there is a universal space in the class of separable metrizable spaces 
X with K E AE(X). 
Recently, Dydak and Mogilski constructed in [4] a universal separable metriz- 
able space X with dim,X = n for G being the group of the integers 6. To this 
end they applied the Rubin-Schapiro theorem characterizing integral cohomologi- 
cal dimension via cell-like mappings (see 181). They also noticed that an analogue 
of the Rubin-Schapiro theorem would allow to construct a universal space in the 
case of G = Z/p. Such an analogue was next proved by Kodama and Yokoi in 151 
(see also [lo]). 
For every countable CW complex K, we prove the existence of a universal 
separable metrizable space X such that K E AECX). Obviously, it gives a universal 
separable metrizable space X with dim,X = II whenever G is a countable Abelian 
group, and it is the common generalization of all the results obtained up to now. 
Combining this theorem with a result of Dydak [2] we assert that there also exists a 
universal separable metrizable space X with dimoX = n if G is a torsion group, 
and that for an arbitrary group G there exists a separable metrizable space X with 
dim,X Q n + 1 such that every separable metrizable space Y with dim,Y = IZ is 
embeddable into X. 
2. Basic mappings 
In [3] Dydak constructed a space X, and its compactification Z such that 
(1) every Y with K f AE(Y) is embeddable into X, 
(2) every h : A + K, A a closed subset of Z, extends over A U X. 
He defined the X as the limit of an inverse sequence {X,, p,“+‘}, and the Z as the 
limit of the sequence {Z,, p,, n+l}, where each Z, is a compactification of X,, and 
P,n+l extends to a mapping of Z,, 1 to Z,, in the following way. He started with 
X, = Z, being the Hilbert cube, and defined inductively the X, and the Z, so that 
every mapping g : Y +X,,, K E AEi(Y ), lifts to a g’ : Y -+ X, + i; this guaranteed (1). 
Simultaneously, he distinguished, for each n, a countable family of mappings 
h n,k * . D, + K, D, a closed subset of Z,,, such that 
(3) for every k, there are m 2 II and an extension of 
h n,k o P:I(P,“)-?Dk) over X, u (P,“)_l(D,), 
and such that (3) implies (2). 
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We shall define a universal space X with K E AE(X) modifying that construc- 
tion. The key change will be considering larger, but still countable, families of 
mappings h,,, : D, -+ K whose ranges are unnecessarily closed subsets of Z,, only 
the intersections D, nX, are closed in X,,, which will allow to extend mappings 
h : A + K, A being a closed subset of X, over X. We will call these mappings 
basic. To define the family of basic mappings, we shall apply an idea from [61. 
Suppose we are given a countable CW complex K and an inverse sequence 
{X,, p,““}; for each space X, we are given its compactification Z, with the 
property that pi+’ extends to a mapping from Z,, , to Z,; we denote the 
extension by the same symbol. For every space Z,, distinguish a countable closed 
base ?Yn = {l/kn: k = 1, 2,. . .} with the following properties: 
(4) (~$1~‘(U,“) E Y& for any II <m and k = 1, 2,. . . , 
(5) the intersection of any two sets from P,, belongs to Y,;,. 
We define basic mappings by induction. For every UE the set [U,“, K] of all 
homotopy classes of mappings from U,J to K is countable. For any n, k = 1, 2,. . . 
and such a class of mappings fix a representative; we call every such representative 
a basic mapping of order 0. Suppose that basic mappings of order r are defined. 
Consider any sets q”, I$” E %$,, and q.i”. K” E ?Y,, such that lJjm c 
int(p;>-‘(Ui”>, (p,“>-‘(y”) Lint y”, where n =G m, and a basic mapping h : D -+ 
K of order not greater than r, where D cZ, cortains Ui” n qn, with the property 
that h 0 p,” I(pF)-l(D) extends over X, U (pr)- ‘CD); fii an extension (Y. There 
is only a countable number of mappings /3 : Ll;m n 5.” + K such that 
/3(x) =h(p,“(x)) for XE q”‘n (pz)-‘(l/;“) 
up to homotopy relative to Ujm n (p,“)- ‘(l/in>. For every such a class of mappings 
fix a representative. It is easily seen that (Y and p determine a mapping of 
to K. We call every such mapping a basic mapping of order r + 1. 
We call a mapping basic if it is a basic mapping of order r for some 
r=O, 1 . so, there is only a countable number of basic mappings, and every ,...I 
basic mapping is defined on a subset D c Z, which is the union of a closed subset 
of Z, and a closed subset of X,, for some n = 1, 2,. . . . 
In the proof of the following proposition, we shall apply an argument similar to 
that used in the proof of Theorem 1 in [6]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let X = lim IX,, p,” +I}. If for each basic mapping h : D -+ K, D is 
a subset of Z,, there e&Tan m B n such that the mapping h 0 p,” I(pr)- ‘( D> 
extends ouer X, u (p,“)-*(D), then K E AE(X). 
Proof. Consider a closed set A CX and a mapping g : A + K. We have to show 
that g extends over X. Let Z = !ix~ (Z,, p,, ‘+l}; obviously, X G Z. By [9, Exercise 
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11 and the Homotopy Extension Theorem, we can assume without loss of general- 
ity that g extends over an open set V L Z containing A. 
Find an increasing sequence of natural numbers mi, and sets Q E s?& and 
q E sY,,,~ such that 
(6) cl A c (p,,J1(Q), (p,,$‘(~) L V, and U TX16 = V, fl T=iq = cl A, 
where cl A denotes the closure of A in Z, and pm, stands for the projection 
of Z onto Z_, 
(7) q:+t c int(p,mi”l>-‘(~), (J~~;+~)-‘(IQ C int q+i, 
and there exist mappings g, : v + K with the following properties: 
(8) gi 0 p,ml+l and gi+i restricted to <p~;+l)-‘(~> are homotopic, 
(9) g and gi 0 pm, restricted to (p,J’(~) are homotopic. 
We shall define by induction on i an increasing sequence of numbers n, > mi, 
mappings fi : (p,,)-‘(DJ + K and basic mappings hi : Di + K, where 
4 = (P2J104 f-l Vl)7 
Di+l = [ xni+, - int(pz;l))l(q)] U (p$l)-‘(QfI L$) 
U(P$yJ%+1 n K+d, 
such that 
(10) fi(z) = g(z) for z E (pmi>-YuI: n IQ, 
(11) fi+iCx) =fi(Xl for X E (phi)-‘, 
(12) hi 0 pni I(pni)-‘(Di) and fi are homotopic, 
(13) gi 0 p$ and hi restricted to (pzijF1(Q n I(:.> are homotopic. 
To make the first step observe that U, fl Vl E Y&, (see (5)), and so g, 1 Ul n VI 
is a basic mapping up to homotopy. Let n, = ml, h, be a basic mapping homotopic 
to g, I D,, and fl =g I(P,,J-‘(~~). 
It is easily seen that nl, fi, h, have the required properties ((12) follows from 
(9)). Suppose now that we have defined ni, fi, and hi. 
Since hi is a basic mapping, there are an Izi+l> Izi and an extension of 
hi 0 pi;+* I(p,:i+l)-‘(Di) over X,,,, u (p;;+l)-‘(II,); let (Y be the fixed extension 
(see the definition of basic mappings); of course, we can assume that Izi+i > mi+l. 
By virtue of (13) and (8), the mappings hi 0 pi;“, gi 0 pzi 0 p,:i+’ = 
gi 0 P$!+’ 0 ~2~::~ and gi+l 0 pzi;; restricted to (p~;~)-~(& n 6) are homotopic. 
Thus hi 0 p,:i+l l(p$+~)-~(Q n I(::> extends over (~z;~)-‘(q fl y;:) U (~$;:)-~(q+~ 
n &+ 1> to a mapping homotopic to gi+ 1 0 pzj;; restricted to this set. Let p be the 
fixed representative of mappings y : (p$<:)-‘(~+, n F(+l) + K homotopic to 
gi+l 0 pi;+1 restricted to this set with the property that 
hi( ,;;+I( x)) = y(x) for x E ( PZ,+~)-‘( K) n ( P~~;)-‘(U,+~) 
(see the definition of basic mappings). Set hi+l(x) = p(x) for x E (P~~;:>-‘(L$+~ n 
1$+1), and h,+Jx) =a(~) for x EX,,+, - int(p$+l)-‘(Q) U (p$+l)-‘(Q U F::>. 
It is easily seen that hi+l is a well-defined basic mapping of Di+i, and it 
satisfies (13). 
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Let fi+,(x> =fi(x) for n E (P,,)-‘(Di), and fi+i(x) = g(x) for x E 
(p,,,J-‘(U,+, n V;:+r). Then fi+l I(PJ’(D,) is homotopic to hi o P,,, I(Pni)-‘(Di) 
by (12), and SO to hi+1 0 p,,,, I(P,,)-‘(Di); fi+l I(P,,+,)-‘(q+l n V;,+,) is home- 
topic to hi+i 0 p_ I(P,,,~+,)-‘(~+, n J(+l> by (9) and (13). Thus fi+l exmds 
over Di + 1 to a mapping homotopic to hi+r 0 p,,,, I(Pni+,)-l(Di+i). 
Obviously fi+l satisfies (lo)-(12). This finishes the inductive step. 
It follows from (6)-(7) and (lo)-(11) that the sequence of mappings (fi)T=r 
determines an extension g * of the mapping g over X. 0 
3. Universal spaces 
In the proof of the next proposition, we shall apply the same argument as that 
used by Dydak in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [3]. 
Proposition 3.1. Let K be a countable CW complex. Given a space Xl there exist an 
inverse sequence {X,, p,“+‘}, an compactifcations Z, such as in the definition of d 
basic mappings with the following properties : 
(14) given g : Y +X1, K E AE(Y), there exists g’ : Y + lim {X,, p,““} with g = 
t 
p1 0 g’, where p1 stands for the projection, 
(15) for each basic mapping h : D + K, D a subset of Z,, there exists an m > n 
such that the mapping h 0 pr I(p,“)-‘CD) extends over X,,, U (p,“)-‘(D). 
Proof. Fix a bijection u : N X N + N, and assume that K is a simplicial complex 
with the metric topology. 
The construction is by induction. The space X, is given, let Z, be an arbitrary 
compactification of Xl, and ?Ll be a countable base of Z, satisfying condition (5); 
arrange all basic mappings h : D + K, where D is a subset of Z,, into a sequence 
(hl,k);=l. Suppose X,, Z,, and the respective bonding mappings are constructed, 
and all basic mappings h : D + K, where D is a subset of Z,, are arranged into a 
sequence (hn,k)r= 1 for n Q m. 
Consider the pair (k, n), where n <m, minimizing a(k, n> such that the 
composition f = h,,, 0 p,” [(p,“)-‘(D) does not extend over X,,, u (p,“)-‘(D) (if 
such a pair of numbers does not exist, set X, + 1 = X,, Z, + r = Z,, ?‘& + 1 = $!& 
and p;+’ being the identity mapping). By [9, Exercise 11, h extends up to 
homotopy to f’ : V+ K, where V is an open subset of Z,,, containing (p,“)-‘(D). 
Since (p,“>-‘(D) is the union of a closed subset of Z, and a closed subset of X,, 
there exists an open set WC Z, such that (p,m)-‘(D) c WC V and the closure of 
W n X, in X,,, is contained in V. Let 
X ,+l=[(X,-W)xK]U{(x,f’(x)):x~X,nW} 
be the subspace of X,,, X K. Further, let c(K) be an arbitrary compactification of 
K, 
Z m+l = I<‘m - w) xc(K)l u {CxJ f’tx))’ x E wl 
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be the subspace of 2, X c(K), S?&+, be a countable base of Z,,, satisfying 
(4)-(51, and p,“’ * be the projection of the Cartesian product Z, X c(K) onto Z, 
restricted to Zm+l. Observe that (p,“+‘)-‘(D)UX,+, LZ, X K and that the 
projection of Z, x K onto K is an extension of f’ 0 p~+‘I(p,“+‘)-‘CD). Since 
{; 0 p;+l I (p,“+‘)-‘(D) is homotopic to h,,, 0 p,“” I(p,“+‘)-‘CD) and 
“+‘)-‘(D) is a closed subset of (p,“+‘jP1(D) UX,,,, the latter mapping also 
ex;ends over (p,“+‘)-‘(D) UXm+l by the Homotopy Extension Theorem. 
This finishes the inductive construction. 
Condition (15) is satisfied by construction. In order to check condition (14), it 
suffices to notice that every cy : Y + X,,, K E AE(Y 1, can be lifted to a p : Y + 
X m+l* Indeed, extend the composition of f’ 0 (Y restricted to the preimage of the 
closure of WnX,,, in X, to a mapping (v’:Y+K, and set P(Y)=(cu(Y), a’(y)) 
for y E Y. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let K be a countable CW complex. There exists a universal space in the 
class of all separable metrizable spaces Y with K E AE(Y). 
Proof. Let X, be a universal separable metrizable space; for example, the Hilbert 
cube. Consider the sequence {X,, p,““} d escribed in Proposition 3.1, and set X 
= lim {X,, p,““). By (15) and Proposition 2.1, K E AE(X). For every separable 
met‘rizable Y with K E AE(Y) and an embedding g : Y + Xl, its lifting g’ : Y --) X 
(see (14)) is an embedding. q 
By construction, if Xl described in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is completely 
metrizable, then so is X; therefore Theorem 3.2 is a generalization of Theorem 1 
from [6]. Furthermore, if Y is completely metrizable and g from the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 is a closed embedding, then so is g’; this generalizes a theorem of 
Dydak from [3]. 
Corollary 3.3. For any countable Abelian group G and natural number n, there exists 
a universal space in the class of all separable metrizable spaces X such that 
dim,X= It. 
Theorem 3.2 can be readily generalized to a countable number of CW com- 
plexes, that is, one can easily prove that for every sequence (K,)E=, of countable 
CW complexes there exists a separable metrizable space X with Ki E AE(X) for 
i=1,2 ) . . . such that every separable metrizable space Y with Ki E AE(Y) for 
i=1,2 , . . . is embeddable into X. Indeed, to this end it suffices to apply Theorem 
3.2 to K being the topological sum of {Ki: i = 1, 2.. .I. 
This generalization together with [2, Theorem B (a), and (b) and (f)], respec- 
tively, yield the following two corollaries. 
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Corollary 3.4. For any torsion Abelian group G and natural number n, there exists a 
universal space for separable metrizable spaces X such that dim,X = n. 
Corollary 3.5. Let G be an arbitrary group, and n be a natural number. Then there 
exists a separable metrizable space X with dim, X G n + 1, and such that every 
separable metrizable space Y with dimGY = n is embeddable into X. 
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